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RB 19 on the Discipline of Psalmody 
                                                                                     
The material in chapters 8-18 on the divine office is somewhat austere but important. It deals 
mostly with the externals. We now come to two chapters where Benedict delves into the inner 
experience of those praying the divine office. Today we will look at chapter 19 entitled “On the 
Discipline of Psalmody.” Both of these terms are rich in meaning. Here, psalmodyrefers less to 
the practice of psalm-singing than to the whole exercise of the liturgical hours. The 
word discipline evokes learning or formative practice. The combination of these words seems to 
point in the direction of how the office is shaped and how it shapes those who engage in it. Here 
is the text: 

We believe that the divine presence is everywhere and, “that in every place the eyes of 
the Lord are watching the good and the wicked,” (Prov 15:3).  2But beyond the least 
doubt we should believe this to be especially true when we celebrate the divine office. 
3We must always remember, therefore, what the Prophet says, “Serve the Lord with 
fear,” (Ps 2:11), 4and again, “Sing praise wisely,” (Ps 46[47]:8); 5and, “In the presence of 
the angels I will sing to you,” (Ps 137[138]:1).  6Let us consider, then, how we ought to 
behave in the presence of God and his angels, 7and let us stand to sing the psalms in such 
a way that our minds are in harmony with our voices. 

  
It is no surprise that most of the scripture citations here come from the psalms. As if to tie in with 
the earlier part of the Rule, Benedict evokes themes from the first step of humility:the fear of the 
Lord and the notion that the Lord and the angels are watching all our actions.  
The emphasis, though, is a little different here. To say that the divine presence is everywhere but 
especially during the office is to see the liturgy as a privileged moment. It is also to acknowledge 
that the psalms, which express so much of human experience and constantly recall the stages of 
salvation history, help us live in God’s presence. 
  
Perhaps the way Benedict passes from external practice (chapters 8-18) to internal disposition 
(chapter 19) contains a lesson that applies to the whole of monastic discipline. Like the office, 
the whole sweep of the day and the small customs that give order and direction to all aspects of 
life carry us along as do the psalms in church. Just as it is difficult always to keep our minds in 
harmony with our voices, we cannot always stay focused on the meaning or purpose of daily 
practices. To grow and mature is gradually to bring the voice and mind together; growth and 
maturation are the gradual process of our inner lives catching up with the virtuous way of life 
laid out by the Rule. We gradually learn to pray the words; we gradually learn to want and to 
value the virtues of which monastic life is constantly reminding us. 
  
Notice also in this chapter that Benedict pairs the fear of God with wisdom: “We must always 
remember, therefore, what the Prophet says, ‘Serve the Lord with fear,’ and again, ‘Sing praise 
wisely.’” He brings these notions together often in the Rule. The main officers of the community 
must be people who fear God and people who have acquired sound doctrine. Although the same 
biblical texts are cited in the Rule of the Master, the emphasis there is more on externals. For 



instance, in RM 47.6, we read: “[The scriptures] command the singing of psalms to be done 
wisely and with fear, the person singing them should stand with body motionless and head 
bowed, and should sing praises to the Lord with composure.” In contrast, Benedict stresses 
spiritual motivation, thoughtfulness, and the disposition of heart. 
  
Most important of all, to sing wisely is to detect the voice of Christ in the psalms and more and 
more to unite our voices with his. It seems that, when composing this chapter, Benedict had in 
mind a passage from Saint Cyprian’s commentary on the Lord’s Prayer: 
  

LET us pray therefore, dearly beloved brethren, as our Master, God, has taught us. It is a 
loving and familiar thing to beseech God with His own petitioning and to ascend to Him 
with the prayer of Christ. Let the Father recognize the words of His own Son when we 
make our requests. Let Him Who dwells within our breast be also in our voice. (ch. 3) 
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